Abbreviation Guide

General Education: g
a  Course counts toward the Communication A requirement
b  Course counts toward the Communication B requirement
q  Course counts toward the Quantitative Reasoning Part A requirement
r  Course counts toward the Quantitative Reasoning Part B requirement
e  Course counts toward the Ethnic Studies requirement

Breadth Requirement: B
B  Biological Science. Counts toward the Natural Science requirement
H  Humanities
I  Interdivisional. Does not satisfy any breadth requirement
L  Literature. Counts toward the Humanities requirement
N  Natural Science
P  Physical Science
S  Social Science
W  Either Social Science or Natural Science
X  Either Humanities or Natural Science
Y  Either Biological Science or Social Science
Z  Either Humanities or Social Science

Level: L
E  Elementary
I  Intermediate
D  Intermediate or Advanced
A  Advanced

L&S Credit Type: C
C  Courses which count for degree credit in L&S and which count as part of the 108 required Liberal Arts and Science (LAS) credits for students completed a BA or BS degree.
**Repeatable: R**
Y Course is repeatable
Y(X) Course is repeatable (X) times
Blank Course is not repeatable

**Sequenced: S**
S Sequence